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Abstract
We derive continuity equation and exact expression for flow prob-
ability density in a space with arbitrary deformed algebra leading to
minimal length. In coordinate representation the flow probability den-
sity is presented as infinite series over parameter of deformation which
in momentum representation can be casted into exact closed form de-
termined by deformed kinetic energy. The flow probability density is
calculated explicitly for plane wave and for superposition of two plane
waves.
Key words: continuity equation, flow probability density, deformed
Heisenberg algebra, minimal length
1 Introduction
The first paper on quantized space-time described by deformed Heisenberg
algebra was published in 1947 by Snyder [1]. For a long time the were only
∗voltkachuk@gmail.com
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few papers on this subject. The interest to deformed Heisenberg algebras was
renewed after investigations in String Theory and Quantum Gravity (see, for
example, [2, 3, 4, 5, 6]). These studies suggest existence of nonzero minimal
uncertainty in position called minimal length which is of the Plank scale
lP =
√
h¯G/c3 ≈ 1.6 × 10−35m. Space with minimal length can be described
in the frame of deformed commutation relation for position and momentum
(deformed Heisenberg algebra). One of the simplest deformed Heisenberg
algebra leading to the minimal length in one-dimensional case reads
[Xˆ, Pˆ ] = ih¯(1 + βPˆ 2), (1)
where β is parameter of deformation [7, 8]. Applying Heisenberg uncertainty
relation to (1) one gets the so-called generalized uncertainty principle (GUP).
From the principle follows the following inequality
〈∆X2〉 ≥ h¯
√
β, (2)
where 〈∆X〉 = Xˆ−〈X〉. So, in this case we have nonzero minimal uncertainty
in position or minimal length which is h¯
√
β.
We consider more general deformed algebra of the form
[Xˆ, Pˆ ] = ih¯F (
√
βPˆ ), (3)
where F is even function. For β = 0 this function reads F (0) = 1 and we
obtain non-deformed algebra.
Algebra (3) admits the following representation
Xˆ = xˆ, Pˆ =
1√
β
f(
√
βpˆ), (4)
where f is odd function, xˆ, and pˆ satisfy non-deformed commutation relation
[xˆ, pˆ] = ih¯. (5)
Depending on convenience, for small operators xˆ, pˆ we can use coordinate
representation xˆ = x, pˆ = −ih¯ ∂
∂x
, or momentum one xˆ = ih¯ ∂
∂p
, pˆ = p.
Domain of changing of momentum is finite −b ≤ p ≤ b. Note that just this
fact leads to minimal uncertainty in position. For β → 0, we have f = √βpˆ
and thus Pˆ = pˆ.
It is easy to find that
F (
√
βPˆ ) = f ′(
√
βpˆ) = f ′(f−1(
√
βPˆ )), (6)
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here f−1 is inverse function to f , f(f−1(x)) = x. Properties of generalized
algebra (3) and the minimal length were studied in details in [9, 10]. Note
also the paper [11] where generalized three-dimensional deformed algebras
were considered.
Choosing different functions of deformation F or respectively different
f we obtain different deformed algebras. For instance, algebra (1) has the
following representation
Pˆ =
1√
β
tan(
√
βpˆ), Xˆ = xˆ. (7)
Note that according to (7) in momentum representation we have pi/2
√
β ≥
p ≥ −pi/2√β.
Deformation of commutation relations causes additional difficulties in
solving many quantum problems. Only for few quantum systems the en-
ergy spectra were found exactly in the frame of deformed algebras. They are
one-dimensional harmonic oscillator in the space with minimal length [7] as
well as in the space with minimal length and minimal momentum [12, 13],
D-dimensional isotropic harmonic oscillator [14, 15], three-dimensional Dirac
oscillator [16], (2 + 1)-dimensional Dirac oscillator in a homogeneous mag-
netic field [17], (1 + 1)-dimensional Dirac oscillator within Lorentz-covariant
deformed algebra [18], one-dimensional Coulomb problem [19, 20], the in-
verse square potential in a space with minimal length [21, 22], the (2 +
1)-dimensional Dirac equation in a constant magnetic field in the presence
of minimal length [23, 24], delta potential as well as double delta potential
[25], two-body problems in space with minimal length [26]. It is worth noting
that exact solutions for spectra of physical systems were found in the frame
of other types of deformed algebras leading to space quantization. For in-
stance, in the frame of noncommutative algebra of canonical type the energy
levels of free particle and harmonic oscillator [27, 28, 29, 30], oscillator in
a magnetic field [31, 32], system of two particles with harmonic oscillator
interaction [33], a particle in a uniform field [34] were obtained exactly.
Without any doubt continuity equation plays important role in quantum
mechanics. In [35] (see also [36]) 3D deformed algebra with two parame-
ters of deformation β and β ′ was considered and in the frame of the algebra
the continuity equation, the expression for flow probability density were ob-
tained in linear approximation over the parameters of deformation. Latter
continuity equation for special case 2β = β ′ (in linear approximation over
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parameters of deformation this case corresponds to uniform space) was ob-
tained in [37]. These results were used for studies of tunneling effect in 1D
deformed space for different barriers. Namely, tunneling in deformed space
thought potential step and potential barrier was examined in [37]. Tunnel-
ing thought delta potential was considered in [38]. The authors of paper [39]
proposed the approximate method to take into account all orders in param-
eter of deformation. The method is based on transformation of higher order
differential Schro¨dinger equation in deformed space to second order one.
The aim of this paper is to derive exact continuity equation and exact
explicit expression for flow probability density in one-dimensional space with
minimal length in general case of deformed algebra. The paper is organized
as follows. In the Section 2 continuity equation and expression for flow prob-
ability density are obtained exactly in coordinate representation. Explicit
expression for flow probability density in momentum representation is de-
rived in the Section 3. Conclusions are presented in the Section 3.
2 Schro¨dinger equation and continuity equa-
tion
The time dependent Schro¨dinger equation reads
ih¯
∂
∂t
ψ = Hψ, (8)
where Hamiltonian in deformed case is supposed to have the same form as
is non-deformed one
H =
Pˆ 2
2m
+ U(Xˆ) = T (pˆ, β) + U(xˆ). (9)
Momentum operator and position one satisfy deformed commutation relation
(3) and can be represented as (7).
In order to obtain continuity equation we consider coordinate represen-
tation for small operators xˆ = x and pˆ = −ih¯ ∂
∂x
. In this case Hamiltonian
reads
H = T (pˆ, β) + U(x) = T (ih¯
∂
∂x
, β) + U(x), (10)
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where operator of kinetic energy is related with deformation function as
T (pˆ, β) =
f 2(
√
βpˆ)
2mβ
. (11)
The operator of kinetic energy is even function of pˆ and can be represented
as series in β
T (pˆ, β) =
1
2m
∞∑
n=1
anβ
n−1pˆ2n, (12)
where an =
1
(2n)!
∂2nf2(x)
∂x2n
at x = 0.
Let us consider changing in time of the probability density
∂|ψ|2
∂t
=
1
ih¯
(ψ∗T (pˆ, β)ψ − ψT (pˆ, β)ψ∗) =
=
1
2mih¯
∞∑
n=1
(
anβ
n−1(ψ∗pˆ2nψ − ψpˆ2nψ∗)) . (13)
We rewrite each therm in the right-hand side of this equation as follows. For
the first therm (n = 1) we have
ψ∗pˆ2ψ − ψpˆ2ψ∗ = pˆ(ψ∗pˆψ − ψpˆψ∗). (14)
The second therm (n = 2) is rewritten as
ψ∗pˆ4ψ − ψpˆ4ψ∗ = pˆ(ψ∗pˆ3ψ − ψpˆ3ψ∗)− ((pˆψ∗)pˆ3ψ − (pˆψ)pˆ3ψ∗)) =
= pˆ(ψ∗pˆ3ψ − ψpˆ3ψ∗)− pˆ((pˆψ∗)pˆ2ψ − (pˆψ)pˆ2ψ∗)) =
= pˆ[ψ∗pˆ3ψ − ψpˆ3ψ∗ − ((pˆψ∗)pˆ2ψ − (pˆψ)pˆ2ψ∗))]. (15)
Similarly for the n-th therm we obtain
ψ∗pˆ2nψ − ψpˆ2nψ∗ =
= pˆ(ψ∗pˆ2n−1ψ − ψpˆ2n−1ψ∗)− ((pˆψ∗)pˆ2n−1ψ − (pˆψ)pˆ2n−1ψ∗)) =
= pˆ(ψ∗pˆ2n−1ψ − ψpˆ2n−1ψ∗)− pˆ((pˆψ∗)pˆ2n−2ψ − (pˆψ)pˆ2n−2ψ∗)) +
+((pˆ2ψ∗)pˆ2n−2ψ − (pˆ2ψ)pˆ2n−2ψ∗)) =
= pˆ[ψ∗pˆ2n−1ψ − ψpˆ2n−1ψ∗ − ((pˆψ∗)pˆ2n−2ψ − (pˆψ)pˆ2n−2ψ∗)) +
+((pˆ2ψ∗)pˆ2n−3ψ − (pˆ2ψ)pˆ2n−3ψ∗))]−
−((pˆ3ψ∗)pˆ2n−3ψ − (pˆ3ψ)pˆ2n−3ψ∗)). (16)
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Continuing we have
ψ∗pˆ2nψ − ψpˆ2nψ∗ = pˆ
n∑
k=1
(−1)k−1[(pˆk−1ψ∗)pˆ2n−kψ − (pˆk−1ψ)pˆ2n−kψ∗]. (17)
Using this result we rewrite equation (13) in the form of continuity equation
∂ρ
∂t
+
∂j
∂x
= 0, (18)
where ρ = |ψ|2 denotes the probability density, j is flow probability density
which reads
j =
1
2m
∞∑
n=1
anβ
n−1
n∑
k=1
(−1)k−1[(pˆk−1ψ∗)pˆ2n−kψ − (pˆk−1ψ)pˆ2n−kψ∗]. (19)
Thus we obtain exact expression for the flow probability density in general
case of deformed algebra. Note that a1 = 1 and for β = 0 the result for
flow probability density reproduces the well known result in the space with
ordinary commutation relation for coordinate and momentum.
3 Explicit expression for flow probability den-
sity in momentum representation
First of all let us calculate flow probability density for plane wave ψ =
Ae−iT (p,β)t/h¯+ipx/h¯, here p is value of momentum of free particle. In this
case for flow probability density we have
j =
1
2m
|A|2
∞∑
n=1
anβ
n−12np2n−1 =
1
2m
|A|2 ∂
∂p
∞∑
n=1
anβ
n−1p2n. (20)
Comparing this result with expression for kinetic energy (12), we find that
the flow probability density for plane wave can be written in the form
j = |A|2∂T (p, β)
∂p
. (21)
Note that according to Hamilton’s equations for free particle with zero po-
tential energy we have
∂T (p, β)
∂p
=
dx
dt
= v, (22)
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v is velocity of particle. Thus the flow probability density reads
j = |A|2v. (23)
This expression is similar to expression for the flow probability density in
non-deformed case. The only one difference is that relation of velosity of the
particle with momentum is deformed according to (22).
Now we consider wave function which is superposition of plane waves
ψ(x) =
∫ b
−b
dpc(p)eipx/h¯, (24)
where we take into account that domain of changing of momentum is finite.
Substituting it into (19), we find
j =
∫ b
−b
dp
∫ b
−b
dqc(p)c∗(q)ei(p−q)x/h¯ ×
× 1
2m
∞∑
n=1
anβ
n−1
n∑
k=1
(−1)k−1[(−q)k−1p2n−k − pk−1(−q)2n−k] =
=
∫ b
−b
dp
∫ b
−b
dqc(p)c∗(q)ei(p−q)x/h¯ ×
× 1
2m
∞∑
n=1
anβ
n−1
n∑
k=1
[qk−1p2n−k + pk−1q2n−k]. (25)
It is interesting that this result can be written in closed form. For this we
note that the sum over k can be done explicitly using geometric progression
n∑
k=1
[qk−1p2n−k + pk−1q2n−k] =
p2n − q2n
p− q . (26)
Then we have
1
2m
∞∑
n=1
anβ
n−1p
2n − q2n
p− q =
T (p, β)− T (q, β)
p− q . (27)
Finally, the closed expression for flow probability density in the space with
deformed algebra reads
j =
∫ b
−b
dp
∫ b
−b
dqc(p)c∗(q)
T (p, β)− T (q, β)
p− q e
i(p−q)x/h¯. (28)
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Let us consider non-deformed case, namely β = 0. In this case T (p, 0) =
p2/2m and the domain of p is real line. So, we find
j =
1
2m
∫
∞
−∞
dp
∫
∞
−∞
dqc(p)c∗(q)(p+ q)ei(p−q)x/h¯, (29)
that reproduces the flow probability density in non-deformed case.
Now let us calculate flow probability density in deformed case according
to (28) for a few examples of wave functions. As a first example we consider
plane wave, which is solution of time-dependent Schro¨dinger equation for free
particle. In momentum representation it reads
c(p) = Ae−iT (p,β)t/h¯δ(p− p0), (30)
where p0 is momentum of plane wave. Substituting it into (28) we reproduce
result (21) for flow probability density of plane wave with momentum p0.
As a second example let us consider superposition of two plane waves with
momenta p1 and p2. In this case wave function in momentum representation
satisfying time-dependent Schro¨dinger equation reads
c(p) = Ae−iT (p1,β)t/h¯δ(p− p1) +Be−iT (p2,β)t/h¯δ(p− p2), (31)
where A = |A|eiφ1, B = |B|eiφ2 . Then for flow probability density we find
j = jp1 + jp2 +
∆T
∆p
(
AB∗e−i∆Tt/h¯ei∆px/h¯ + A∗Bei∆Tt/h¯e−i∆px/h¯
)
=
= jp1 + jp2 +
∆T
∆p
2|A||B| cos(∆px/h¯−∆T t/h¯+∆φ), (32)
here we introduce the notations ∆T = T (p1, β) − T (p2, β), ∆p = p1 − p2,
∆φ = φ1 − φ2. Note that in the case p2 → p1 we recover the result for flow
probability density of plane wave with momentum p1 and amplitude A + B
as it must be. Similarly as in non-deformed case, for p2 = −p1 we find that in
the frame of deformed algebra j = jp1 + j−p1 and interference term is absent.
4 Conclusions
In this paper we have studied time-dependent Schro¨dinger equation in a space
with minimal length with arbitrary deformed algebra. We have derived exact
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continuity equation (18) and exact expression for flow probability density in
coordinate representation in general case of deformed algebra leading to min-
imal length (19). The flow probability density has been written in the form
of series in parameter of deformation β. It is interesting that in momentum
representation the flow probability density can be written in explicit closed
form (28) and it is determined by the kinetic energy of particle in deformed
space.
The obtained results allows exact calculation of the flow probability den-
sity in spaces with deformed algebras for a given wave function. As an
example we have found explicitly the flow probability density for one plane
wave (21) and for superposition of two plane waves (32). The flow probabil-
ity density for one plane wave in space with deformed algebra is proportional
to velosity of particle (23) as in nondeformed case. The difference is that
relation of velosity of the particle with momentum is deformed according to
(22). In the case of superposition of two plane waves we have shown that
when plane waves have the same wave vectors with opposite direction, the
total flow probability density is equal to sum of flows corresponding to the
first and the second waves. The total flow probability density for arbitrary
two plane waves contains additional interference therm. Finally, it is worth
noting that obtained results give the way for exact studies of the tunnel-
ing effect in space with arbitrary deformed algebras leading to the minimal
length.
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